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                                We provide reviews and recommendations you can trust because we devote on the average, hundreds of hours on any selection of products we review, searching for those products from among many that will guarantee you peace of mind. Most especially as it concerns products and services across different verticals covering computers, wireless and mobile, electronics and tech gadgets just to name a few.

And because we strongly believe that providing you with contents, information and in-depth editorials and reviews will help you make the best decision, we work so hard to present all of our research in such a way that it can be shown in an easy to understand manner.

Why don’t you go on and explore our site and you will find some of our reviews quite interesting such as this recommendation on the best wireless adapter for gaming, be it on a desktop or laptop computer. The content explores both PCI-E adapters/ WiFi cards and USP wireless adapters you can confidently put your money on without getting disappointed.

You can also check out these best wireless mechanical keyboards; we have carefully selected top quality keyboards that you can get cheap without breaking your bank and if you are looking to expand on your gaming accessories, why don’t you check out the best gaming chairs to enhance your comfort while gaming or this Atlantic gaming desk.

If you love great music and like to immerse yourself in well refined, high-quality sounds, you may check out this complete guide to getting the best earbuds for gaming or our review of Skullcandy Hesh 2 wireless headphones. Also look at these best budget computer speakers if you are looking at cheap PC speakers that would offer you great value for your money.

Are you the performance kind of guy? keep your gaming PC cool with any of these awesome liquid / Air CPU coolers. You can also upgrade your gaming computer with the best GTX 970 and chose from these 10 High-Performance Gaming Graphic Cards.

Latest Resources

Networking

	WAN vs LAN vs MAN: Differences, Similarities & ComparisonsA computer network is a group of computers that are connected to each other for the purposes of exchanging data and sharing resources.
There are different types of area networks, and all of them are used to execute different needs. Some of the key features that differentiate these networks are size of the network, area covered ...

	How to Use Comcast Xfinity Router IP to Log Into Your Router ModemA quick and simple way to do this in 5 minutes is with a computer, phone, or tablet that’s connected to your network, open a web browser and go to the Admin Tool at http://10.0.0.1. The default IP address for Comcast Xfinity routers is typically 10.0.0.1 or 192.168.100.1

Connect your computer to the router wirelessly by ...

	Best Routers Under $100 – Wireless Routers that Boost Range and SpeedWhether wired or wireless, routers have made life easy and fun for most people with access to this technology. Their ability to connect to multiple computer networks has made syncing several devices in one’s home or even office super easy, but which is the best router under $100? we have the answers below.
Before most people ...

	7 Best Modem Router Combo To Buy – Cable and Wi-Fi For Home and OfficeThere’s no denying that modem router combos have completely changed internet usage for millions of people around the world. A few years ago modems were acquired as a separate entity as were routers, but now you can get both of them in one package. A modem router combo is a perfect way to avoid monthly ...

	Netgear CM700 (32×8) Cable Modem ReviewWhether you are an individual who wants to enhance his/her internet connection, save some substantial amount of money or just trying to make it harder for your ISP to spy on you, the prospect of purchasing your own cable modem is always an excellent idea. Cable modems are fantastic devices that bring the connection to ...

	Best Wireless Adapter and WiFi Cards for Gaming, Desktop & LaptopWireless adapters are hardware devices that help computers connect to a wireless system like the internet. Also known as WiFi cards or WiFi adapters, they are the ideal way to connect your computers to a network because they do away with the need for long and cumbersome Ethernet cables. The only concern is that connecting ...

	25 Ways Wireless Network is Changing the WorldWireless Network has brought us more than 50 years from where we were 10 years ago. That may seem too much of an exaggeration, but then, it may not even capture the real essence of how we have taken a jump in time and activities thanks to it.
The technology has brought us way far that ...

	Benefits Of Wireless Internet (WiFi) Over Wired ConnectionThe benefits of wireless internet (WiFi) cannot be measured; as it stands, they are overwhelming to count. However, at one point or the other, you’ve had to ask yourself where it stands compared to the wired connection – which one is better, faster, more cost-effective, and more efficient? To begin with, wireless connection or WiFi ...

	Router and Wireless Network Resources To Help you Do it Like a ProRouters and wireless networks have come closer home than we would ever have thought. They are coming, even closer, thereby leaving us with the single option of tapping into the concept and understanding them much better.
Interestingly enough, one doesn’t need a needless degree in networking to understand the entire process. Just a little help will ...

	How to Set Up a Belkin Range Extender [Step By Step Guide] It doesn’t matter whether you are just surfing the web for something unimportant, streaming videos, playing games, or doing something else, one of the most frustrating things that can happen is to have a bad signal. One of the things that can cause this is having a router that is unable to transmit a strong enough ...

	What is iphlpsvc (IP Helper Service): Is It Safe To Disable It?There are many services that run on your computer. Some are for internet connectivity and networking, data sharing, gaming, security, and many other things. One such service is the iphlpsvc (IP Helper Service). Like every other service, the IP Helper Service which may be very confusing to many has a role to play.
What is iphlpsvc ...

	AC1900 vs AC1750 Router Comparison – What is The Difference?With many routers to choose from, the AC1900 and AC1750 are among the most popular and highly preferred by a lot of people for home and gaming use. As a result of this, people get caught in the AC1900 vs AC1750 router comparison as they try to know which of the two is better.
The need ...

	DD-WRT vs Tomato vs OpenWRT – Which Is Better Firmware For You Router?People who have used different firmware that come with routers will agree that most of the firmware are either straight boring or lacking in terms of features and configuration options. This applies to even routers by popular brands including Netgear, Linksys, and Asus. This is the reason why third-party firmware for routers are very popular. While there ...



Computers and Accessories

	Best Budget Computer Speakers – Cheap PC Speakers
	A Complete Guide to Getting the Best Earbuds for Gaming
	Best Wireless Mechanical Keyboards for Gaming
	Atlantic Gaming Desk Review – Everything You Should Know
	Top 5 Laptops Under 300 For Gaming, Work or College Students
	Best CPU Cooler: Top 15 Liquid and Air Coolers [Fans Reviewed]
	Best DDR4 RAM: Review of 12 Great Memories Money Can Buy
	Best Gaming PCs Under 1000 Dollars: Complete Review
	Best Gaming Monitor Below 200 – Complete Review
	What Are The Best Computer Speakers Under 50 Dollars (Review)
	Best Dual Monitor Stands and Mounts – Complete Buying Guide
	Best Trackball Mouse for Gaming: Wireless & Wired Options
	Best 120mm Case Fans: Excellent Cooling & Silent Performance (Review)
	Best 140mm Case Fans: Quiet And Amazing Performance (Review)
	ATX vs Micro ATX Motherboard and Case: Everything You Should Know
	Best Budget Mechanical Keyboards Under $100: Gaming and Typing Keyboards
	Best Mini ITX Case: Review of 6 Excellent Small Computer Cases
	Mini ITX vs Micro ATX Computer Cases: Differences and Comparisons
	Best Hard Drive For Gaming – Get the Ultimate Gaming Experience
	Best Motherboards For i7 Intel Core Processors
	Why Wall Mounted PC May Be The Best Option For You
	Best Computer Speakers Under 100 Dollars: Review
	Best Laptop For Music Production (For Professionals & Amateurs) – Review
	Treblab XR500 Bluetooth Headphone Review
	Best Laptop For Video Editing with Excellent Performance (Review)
	Merax Gaming Chair Reviews: 7 Best Recommendations For Comfortable Gaming
	Do You Need a CPU Cooler? Here’s Everything You Need To Know
	Best Desktop Speakers For The Best Audio Entertainment
	Best DDR3 RAM: High Performance PC Memory (Review)
	5 World’s Most Expensive Laptops You’ve Never Seen
	Guide To Buying The Best Computer Speakers
	How To Make Computer Speakers Louder 
	100 Valuable Resources and Information on PCs, Laptops and Tablets
	7 Modern Computer Desk Designs That Are Out Of This World
	Top 10 High-end Laptop Brands Dominating the World Right Now
	Computer Speakers – Types, Useful Resources & Guides
	RAM – 25 Ways RAM is Influencing Computer Speed and Performance
	Computer Desk With Hutch: Why It Makes A Great Home Or Office Setup
	Top 8 Computer Speaker Brands
	Top 9 CPU Cooler Brands That Give Excellent Thermal Solution
	Top 7 Mechanical Keyboard Brands Redefining the Gaming Industry
	AMD Ryzen vs Intel: Which CPU is Better For Gaming?
	Middle Mouse Button Not Working? Here’s What to Do 
	Is HDR Monitor Worth It? – Here’s a Simple Answer
	SSD vs HDD For Gaming – Which One Is Better [Simple Explanation] 
	How To Play Music Through Mic – Easy Guide To Follow
	Is OLED Monitor Worth The Price? Here’s What We Recommend 
	Optical vs Laser Mouse: Which Is Better For Gaming? [Simple Answer] 
	What Is VRAM and How Does It Differ From RAM or Are They The Same?
	144hz Monitor For Gaming: Is It Really Worth It? [Simple Answer] 
	Can You Play Game With An NVIDIA Quadro GPU and Is It Any Good?
	Mechanical Keyboard Vs Membrane or Regular Keyboard: Features and Advantages
	Login To A Comcast Xfinity Router Modem By Following These Steps 
	What Does Mechanical Keyboard Offer Better Than A Standard Keyboard?
	NVIDIA Volta: Specs, Performance & Price Since It’s Release
	Is SCDKey Legit? Review of Windows 10 & Office CD Keys Marketplace
	What is FRAPS and How Can You Download And Use It For Screen Recording?
	What Is Magic Jack and How Does It Work?
	What Is Amazon Smile and How Does It Work, How Can One Register and Sign In?
	Linksys Router, Smart WiFi and How To Login With Default Password and Access or Reset It
	How To Login To TP-Link Routers With Default Password & Update Drivers
	What is Microsoft Office Suite and What Programs Are Included In It?
	How To Login To Dell Login, Check Warranty and Use Preferred Account
	What Is VNC Viewer For Mac Or Windows and What Is It Used For?
	How To Login and Set Up or Reset TP-Link WiFi Range Extender
	Is Avast Secure Browser Safe? How To Download, Update Or Remove It
	Is Avast Cleanup Premium Free Trial Worth It? Here Is How To Activate It
	Razer Gaming Phone Specs and Performance, Version Designs & Battery Life
	Is G-Sync Worth It? Here Is How To Enable It If You Need It
	What Is The Optimal and Safe CPU Temperature? Here Is How To Check It
	What Is DPC Watchdog Violation In Windows 10 And 8? Here Is How To Fix It
	Arris Modem: How To Login With Default Password, IP & Check Status Lights Meaning
	Top 6 Photo Viewers for Windows 10
	How To Increase Download Speed On Steam Or PS4
	Types of Belkin Router and How To Set Up, Get IP and Login to Dashboard
	How Much Space Does Windows 10 Take On An SSD?


Electronics

	What Is The Best Microphone For YouTube Gaming, Streaming or Recording?
	Review of the Best Soundbar Under $200 For TV or PC Use
	Best Audiophile Headphones Reviewed
	Best Over-Ear Headphones Under 100 Dollars – Review
	6 Best Soundbars Under 150 Dollars You Can Get this Year
	Best Powered Speakers for Outdoor or Indoor Use
	What is Backlight Bleed? How To Test & Fix It On A Monitor or TV [Easy Guide]


Gaming

	6 Best DXRacer Gaming Chair Reviews – Which is the Best?Is a game chair really worth investing in? Before spending your hard-earned money on one, you certainly want to find your ideal fit and preferences and of course, the best bang for your bucks. Each gaming chair has a unique set of cool features to increase your level of game interaction and enjoyment. However, in this ...

	Best GTX 970 – 10 High Performance Gaming Graphic Cards ReviewedMost recently, we have spent quite a massive amount of time among gamers and gaming equipment. The story ended with us reviewing different things including the best mechanical keyboards, SSD for gaming, 17-inch laptops, and other stuff. Now, we are looking at the best GTX 970.
As far as many people are concerned, graphics cards are ...

	What Is The Best RAM For Gaming: Top DDR4 And DDR3 RAM ReviewsA typical gamer knows the difference having the best RAM for gaming can make on a system. Its performance is never optimal without a good RAM. This is whether you are using your system for gaming, video editing, programming, or other stuff.
One major problem most people have while choosing a memory for their gaming computer is ...

	Review of Best Cheap FPS, MMO, MOBA or RTS Gaming MouseDifferent people may have different criteria they use to define the best cheap gaming mouse. Nevertheless, we do not believe that it is anything short of giving you good gaming experience on one hand and being affordable on another.
A great mouse, cheap or expensive, must be able to serve your gaming needs. It has to ...

	Best Gaming Headset Under $100: Wired, Wireless & Bluetooth OptionsLooking for the best gaming headset below $100? Many gamers and audiophiles would tell you it is not easy to get one at that price range. That is true to an extent generally because, the higher the budget, the better the features and options you tend to get, however, this does not mean that there ...

	Best Projector For Gaming: Larger Than Life Experience (Review)Sometimes TV gaming is not just enough and you want the cinema experience. You want to have your characters large enough and still clear. The only thing that can help you out in such a scenario is getting yourself the best projector possible for gaming.
The problem of getting the best, however, comes down to the ...

	Best Gaming Speakers: Top 8 PC Speaker ReviewsThere are a few crimes when it comes to gaming, and apart from terrible video quality, the next unforgivable crime is bad audio quality. Every serious gamer knows this, and that is what prompted us to look at the best gaming speakers available today.
Even as some people may prefer getting a good gaming headset instead, ...

	Best Gaming Monitors Under 150 Dollars: Top 7 ReviewThere are people who would never agree that you can find things like the best gaming monitors under 150 dollars. Their argument is that such monitors only come with affordability and not necessarily performance or functionality.
Although very valid, that is not entirely true. This is because at every level, you should be able to find ...

	Best AIO Water Cooler (All-In-One) – Top Performing And NoiselessWe are in that time when we want to push the walls in everything. We want the games to perform better and the CPU to deliver more. The result is that they end up losing control as regards temperature.
As a result of this, CPU coolers are becoming more popular than ever. Interestingly, there was a ...

	Best Gaming Keyboard Under 50 Dollars: Membrane and Mechanical ReviewA serious gamer understands that having the best gaming experience means getting the best of your gaming components even if you will spend only $50 or even less. That is why he will always look for that best gaming keyboard under 50 dollars if that is all he has to spare.
Interestingly enough, getting the best ...

	Best SoundBars Under $100: The Top-Rated Cheap TV Speakers This YearSoundbars have changed the way most people listen to music and watch movies in their homes. Their portability is arguably one of their best features but the fact that they don’t take up as much space as other sound systems is also a fantastic advantage. Soundbars can provide the much-needed surround sound when watching a ...

	What Is The Best Microphone for Gaming – Top 6 Streaming MicsThere was a time when I arrogantly believed all you needed to do was get a good mic and it would serve. The truth is that I was nowhere near the truth, which is that the best microphone for gaming is completely different from the best microphone for song recording or other things you use ...

	What Is The Best Ethernet Cable For Streaming, Networking & PS or Xbox Gaming?The life of gaming is lived in milliseconds. That is all you need to make the difference or be trashed into the can of the rest. That is why a serious gamer wants the best mouse, gaming monitors, gaming chairs, gaming computers and the best of everything else.
There are things you need to understand to get ...

	Why You Should Avoid Buying Used Gaming PC on eBayIf you are one of those that know a few facts about what makes good gaming computers, and you are a fan of PC gaming, then you will agree with the fact that the best way to make the gaming PC perform as expected is by selecting the parts and configuration as per your needs. ...

	Best MMO Mouse: Excellent Multiplayer Online Gaming Mice ReviewSo much has changed about gaming, and it is not only the ability to play with strangers all over the world thanks to multiplayer online (MMO) games. The nature of the games have also changed and it easily explains why people are looking for the best MMO mouse, best gaming keyboards, and other gaming stuff.
To get ...

	Best Fan Controller For Your PC and Gaming Rig: A Comprehensive ReviewFan controllers are not among the most popular things gamers and those building gaming PCs go for. Nevertheless, you can hardly become a complete gamer without these, because they add to the safety and ease of operating your fan, something that any gamer would need.
You need a good fan controller just the way you need ...

	Problem with Wireless Adapter or Access Point on Windows 10 and How To Fix ItSince its introduction into the market, Windows 10 has attracted millions of users around the globe and many people have downloaded and installed the latest Microsoft’s flagship operating system. So far, the reception has been somehow favorable even though the power of Windows 10, as well as its value to the user, largely depends on ...

	Maxnomic vs DXRacer Computer Gaming Chair ComparisonNow more than ever, more people have understood that gaming does not require your usual $20 chair from the store. Apart from the health-related issues associated with these chairs, there is also the matter of playing comfortably. None of these chairs help you in that regard.
If interested in purchasing the best gaming chair, you can ...

	Best Wireless Microphone System For Every Use (Review)Getting the best wireless microphone system is not one of those things that are very easy to achieve. This is because while on one hand there are many in the market, on another, there are many that are just outright flops.
Nevertheless, the competition is mostly determined by two companies that most people who are into ...

	Best Gaming Laptop Under 1500 Dollars: Top Gamer’s PickIf you are looking for the best gaming laptop under 1500 dollars, there are many available options in the market from different companies, and that is the problem many people get when it comes to picking. This is most especially because many have almost the same specs and unless you look closer, you may not ...

	Best Thermal Paste – 5 High Performance Heat Sink Compounds for CPUThermal Paste, otherwise known as thermal compound, thermal gel, heat sink compound, or heat paste just to mention a few, is a high heat conductive adhesive used to improve conduction. It is mostly used between the heat sink and the microprocessor on a computer, seeing that most processors surfaces are not even.
Curves and grooves give ...

	Best Hard Drive For Gaming – Get the Ultimate Gaming ExperienceHard drives are among the most important parts of a computer. Whether you use it for gaming or regular chores, you have to make sure that your computer’s hard drive is high-end if you expect optimal performance. One time my hard disk stopped working in the middle of an online game that I was almost ...

	Best Racing or Steering Wheel For PC, Xbox One or PS4Not every gamer that loves racing games or plays archaic needs a racing wheel. This, on one hand, is because not all the games support it, on another hand, the question will come up about whether or not you really need it.
That said, if you are coming higher to games with more realism, you do ...

	6 Best Action Role Playing Games (ARPG)Look around. The world of computer gaming has without a doubt evolved to lofty heights. From the simple puzzles and card games of the ’70s to the complex role-playing games that have now become the norm, especially in the past two decades. It is also not surprising that there has been a notable proliferation of ...

	Best Gaming Laptops Under 400 DollarsIt is becoming increasingly a daunting task to find the very best gaming laptops under 400 dollars. This is primarily because, while it might be fairly easy to pick up any cheap gaming laptop for your virtual entertainment, the performance of the chosen device during an active gameplay goes a long way to determine what ...

	Best Cheap Gaming Headset Under 50 Dollars: Good Performance and QualityI have come to find one problem with getting the best gaming headset under 50 dollars, and that is the fact that it is very hard to get. This is because while there are many in the market, there are actually only a few that can live up to expectation.
With most cheap headsets, what they ...

	Best GTX 1070: High-Performance Graphics Card ReviewNow the big question is if you really need the best GTX 1070 considering their prices when placed right beside the GTX 1080. That is a valid concern but when you look closely, even though the GTX 1080 is the newer version, it doesn’t offer as much in performance as the GTX 1070. In fact, ...

	Best Capture Cards for PC and Game StreamingI have been waiting a long time for an invention such as capture cards, and I thank the heavens that technology has made this possible. Every gamer needs to prove to others that they are the best and while scoreboards did the trick, it wasn’t enough. You could opt to use the multiplayer option, which ...

	Best Cheap Gaming Laptops Under 700Best Gaming laptops under 700 has to be portable, fast, of high quality graphics card, of excellent memory and power efficiency. Gaming laptops are more expensive than regular laptops because they come with a broad range of features that cannot be found on the latter. However, you can still get gaming laptops under $700 with ...

	Wired Mouse vs Wireless Mouse: Everything You Should KnowA wireless mouse provides superior comfort and convenience that cannot be matched by any wired mouse. Because there are no cables or resistance when moving the mouse, there’s so much freedom and unrestricted movement which leads to smoother tracking and faster flicks 
The debate between wired mouse vs wireless mouse has been raging on for ...

	Best Gaming Motherboard for Intel Core i7 CPUFinding the best gaming motherboard for Intel Core i7 CPU is a crucial part of building a gaming PC. Building a gaming PC is the perfect way of ensuring that it will be able to handle everything you throw at it. One of the most critical parts of your build will be your CPU. And ...

	Best 17 Inch Laptops for GamingWhen you want the best gaming experience, bigger is always better. That is why many gaming purists prefer using a desktop PC, particularly if they are after the high-performance components and features needed to run the latest triple-A titles smoothly. But thanks to strides we’ve taken in electronic engineering, especially in heat dissipation and semiconductor ...

	Best PC Gaming Chair: 9 Highly Comfortable and Ergonomic Computer ChairsGone are the days when a few dollars would get you a chair from the store which you could use for playing your favorite video games. Not to mention, a significant number of gamers have suffered serious back problems because of sitting on the couch or an uncomfortable seat for hours on end. Instead, I ...

	Best Gaming Laptop Under 1000 Dollars For Top Gamers (Review)Apart from being a hardcore PC gamer, I have done a number of reviews on gaming laptops in general and what I have come to understand is that at almost every price range, you can get yourself a good gaming laptop. But then, it is better at some prices and easier to get. Today, the ...

	Best Gaming Laptop Under 800 Dollars: High-Performance & AffordableObviously, getting a laptop is not a luxury, but a need. As such, getting the best laptop is always recommended even when you are on a budget. It doesn’t matter whether it is for gaming, video editing, music production, or whatever. The good news is that at all levels, you will be able to get ...

	How To Choose A Good Gaming Desk – Things To Look Out ForIf you’re a gamer like me and you take your gaming seriously, then you already know the importance of space when you game – especially if you game on your laptop or desktop computer.
Not only do you need actual space for your keyboard, as well as a mouse, but also for the laptop or desktop ...

	Best Gaming Computer Desk For Every Gamer – Complete ReviewWhy do you need the best gaming computer desk? Obviously, because there is no point investing heavily in building a rig or buying all the expensive and great gaming components and still end up not enjoying your gaming.
Just as it is with much other gaming stuff, there are so many things that come into play ...

	Custom Gaming Desk: Is It Really Worth It?You have got yourself a good gaming system, a gaming keyboard, mouse, speaker, and even a good gaming headset. You are set to go but are now wondering about a custom gaming desk. Is it really worth it? Let’s find out.
There are many who consider custom gaming desk as the best option for gamers who ...

	How Ergonomic Chairs Might Be Changing The Gaming ExperienceAs a gamer, there are things that I don’t compromise, and neither should any gamer. The first two are fun and health, in any order. These are the things that define one’s gaming experience. The experience on its part is defined by many things including ergonomic chairs for gaming.
Gamers are hardly ever going to come ...

	6 Most Comfortable Gaming Chairs – Helpful Hints On Choosing OneHaving an amazing and comfortable chair is the one thing every game enthusiast loves to have while gaming. This is because a comfortable chair helps get game lovers through thick and thin and also gives a special feeling while on it.
Because most gamers put in thousands of hours into their games, they absolutely love every ...

	GPU Hierarchy 2018 –  An Updated GPU Tier List For Processors An average gamer is the one who just sits, plays, and forgets. A serious or hardcore gamer is the one who wants to play and enjoy every moment of the way. Hence, he is the one who wants to get the right CPU, GPU, and every other thing needed. The problem is that getting the ...

	What is Anti Aliasing and What Exactly Does it Do? [Simple Clarification]In the most basic terms, Anti-aliasing (AA) is a technique used for smoothening out jagged edges better referred to as Jaggies. It is a technique used to create the semblance of a smooth straight line rather than the blurry, uneven, staircase appearance where a straight line is supposed to be when the resolution is at ...

	Xbox One X vs PS4 Pro: Which One is Better and More Powerful?Short Answer
If you are caught in the crossfire of confusion as to what to choose; a PS4 Pro or Xbox One X, let me guide you through. Before looking at how the two consoles differ from each other, it is important that we stress the fact that both have been able to change console gaming ...

	Top 20 Gaming Websites Every Gamer Should Bookmark And ReadWhether you are a pro-gamer, regular or a casual video game player who gets clicking and tapping on pads just to pass time, the fact is you must have at one time or the other, had the need to look up an information about your game on any of the numerous gaming websites that promised ...

	SSD vs HDD For Gaming – Which One Is Better [Simple Explanation] Quick Answer
SSD vs HDD For Gaming
The SSD vs HDD for gaming debate has become popular with the steady drive of the Solid State Drive into the mainstream. Before now, the emphasis has been on the traditional hard-disk drive but then games are becoming more demanding and programs are becoming more tasking, making the need for ...

	How Much VRAM Do You Need For Gaming? [Quick Answer]How Much VRAM Do You Need For Gaming? Quick Answer
Achieving a good graphics in games is a two-way thing. The game has to have high graphics quality and your gaming computer has to have the right components for the resolution you seek to achieve. Such components include the VRAM which is also known as video ...

	PUBG ReShade Settings and Guide For Improving Visibility and Color Quality PUBG ReShade has become very popular among fans of PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG) because let’s face it, the game has left many gamers wanting more in terms of its color quality and visibility as sometimes you hardly get to properly see objects and enemies. The only problem that many have when it comes to using the ...

	PlayStation 5 Release Date, Price & SpecificationsIn a generation of gamers who always gun for a smooth, wonderful gaming experience, a little upgrade on consoles is absolutely necessary every once in a while and we are soon to see another blockbuster in the market. While we are still reveling in the awesomeness that is the PlayStation 4 with its showstopping specs ...

	What Does V-SYNC Do and How Do You Turn It On or Off?Simple Answer
Unless you are new to gaming, you must have come across what is known as the V-Sync in the video settings option or your graphics setting. If you do not know what it is, you are not alone as many gamers are yet to fully understand what it is and what it does, even ...

	PC Gaming vs Console Gaming – Which One Should I Choose? Quick Answer
If you have woken up to find yourself in the PC gaming vs console gaming debate, just know that this is a debate that has sustained since the 1980s, and you may not be able to come to a very quick conclusion. This is because both PC and gaming console like everything else, come ...

	Is PlayStation VR Really Worth It? Here’s Our Honest Answer Quick Answer
No, playing the game is not enough; being a part of it is what we are all after since the future has been brought to us many years earlier than many of us have anticipated. This is thanks to Virtual Reality (VR) which is now slowly becoming the norm with the Oculus Rift and ...

	Monitor vs TV For Gaming – Which Should I Choose? [Simple Answer] Quick Answer
There are some who only want the game to play and there are others that really want to play the game. It is based on these classes of gamers that performance and expectations of gaming components and peripherals can be graded. Essentially, whatever you decide to buy for gaming depends on the type of ...

	Is An Intel Xeon For Gaming Worth It and Is It Any Good?Quick Answer
I do not envy anyone who is looking for a good gaming GPU, RAM, or processor, because the truth is that it can be a herculean task. This is not because they are limited in the market, but rather because of their abundance which could get you confused at the end of the day.
Some ...

	Intel Core i5 vs Core i7 For Gaming – Which Processor Should I Choose?Intel Core i5 vs Core i7 For Gaming; Which Processor Should I Choose: Simple Answer
You don’t need to be told that gaming has gone beyond the “just a hobby” phase and is now a serious business, do you? Well, if you do, you can catch up with the rest of the world by keeping up ...

	FIFA 19 Release Date, Trailers and News: Here’s What We Know So Far One thing that we know is coming each year is a new FIFA game so there is no surprise whatsoever that the release date for the FIFA 19 has now been announced. Still, it is always at the top of other highly anticipated football games of each year.
Before now, there were some uncertainties about the game ...

	What To Look For In A Gaming Computer (Everything You Should Know)It hardly matters if you are a video game addict or just an enthusiastic gamer, as long as you spend quite a lot of time playing demanding games and what have you, you’d soon desire a special PC that would meet your gaming needs. Irrespective of whether you are buying or building one from the ...

	IPS vs TN vs VA – Which Is Best Monitor For Gaming? Quick Answer


Gaming is all about what you see, at what pace you see it and how quickly a command for an action you initiate in the virtual world is executed and replicated on your screen or monitor in split seconds. The choice of your display unit is solely responsible in determining whether you will have ...

	Fortnite vs PUBG: Which Of Them Is Better For Me? [Quick Answer] Quick Answer
2017 was described as the year of the battle royale. It was the year that we saw games such as Fortnite Battle Royale and PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG) slugging it out massively among other games such as Realm Royale and H1Z1. Beyond just the popularity of the games, comparisons such as Fortnite vs PUBG are ...

	XBOX One S vs XBOX One X: Which Is Better For Me [Simple Answer] Quick Answer
The XBOX One S vs XBOX One X debate is just one among the many that gamers find unending like the PC gaming vs console gaming, Xbox One X vs PS4 Pro, DualShock 4 vs XBOX One S controller comparisons. But then, what makes this comparison very interesting is that the Xbox One X came ...

	Resident Evil 8 Release Date and Trailer, Rumors & Map LocationEverybody wanted something a little different from Capcom’s classic horror franchise, Resident Evil, and getting the gist, it decided to release something different with the Resident Evil 7 in 2017. Without any doubt, the game became a hit and to make things even more exciting, it was reported that work had already started towards the release ...

	Uncharted 5 Release Date and Rumors: Here’s What We Know So Far When in Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End Naughty Dog saw the thief meeting his end, many of us actually believed that the end of Nathan Drake meant the end of Uncharted series. That would make a lot of sense to anyone who has followed the Uncharted since it started in 2007 with Drake’s Fortune. Contrary ...

	DualShock 4 vs XBOX One S Controller: Which Is Better For Gaming?DualShock 4 vs Xbox One S Controller- Quick Answer
The PlayStation 4 and Xbox One S have been put into many rings of comparison to slug it out considering that they are the dominant consoles out there. While in some aspects you will find one performing better than the other or without a clear winner, the DualShock ...

	How To Use PS4 Controller on PC [Simple Step By Step Guide]There are many controllers available for PC gamers, but the ones that many people find themselves preferring are the controllers of Xbox and PlayStation, which without any doubt offer greater experience than almost any other. If you are wondering how to use PS4 controller on PC, it is not as difficult as you would think.
Inasmuch ...

	Are Curved Monitors Worth It For Gaming? [Simple Answer]Quick Answer
Curved displays have not been able to come to acceptance on mobile phones or even TVs, but they seem to have a say when it comes to gaming. But then, the big question that remains is whether or not these curved monitors are actually worth it when it comes to gaming.
For a long time, ...

	Dark Souls 4 Release Date, Announcements and RumorsThere was both excitement and sadness when Dark Souls 3 was released in 2016. The excitement was for the release of the game while the sadness was because of a remark made by the creator of the game, Hidetaka Miyazaki, suggesting that we may not get to see the release of the Dark Souls 4 ...

	Diablo 4 Release Date, Rumors and AnnouncementsThere is no one who has followed Blizzard Entertainment through its journey with the Diablo franchise that is not anticipating the release of the Diablo 4. The first game in the series was released in 1996 and it immediately changed role-playing games by introducing maps that made the game a little different for every player ...

	Homall Gaming Chair Review – Is It Any Good? There are a million and more gaming chairs on the market from which a gamer can select. The problem with most of these chairs is that they come as affordable options while offering nothing else while others come as the high-end ones but still fail to offer anything significant. The few remaining chairs offer you ...

	What is Ambient Occlusion & Is It Better To Leave It On or Off?In the world of games, creativity is one thing that never runs dry. As with every concept and character or storyline be it adventure, sports or action, the suspense, difficulty, visuals, character environment etc has to be captivating and intriguing. Other than that, it is important for the game environment to be as close to ...

	Dark Souls Games in Order of Release Date [Complete List] The Dark Souls games come under the Souls series of action role-playing games starting in 2009 with the Demon’s Souls. Many years later, the series has not fallen from being among the best for many gamers because it came with a lot of things different from anything any previous game had come with.
An interesting thing ...

	Assassin’s Creed Games in Order of Release [Complete List]Ubisoft has come up with great titles over the years including Watch Dogs, Far Cry, and the Tom Clancy’s games. However, the Assassin’s Creed games remain its most popular title. The first game in the series was released in 2007 and it immediately became a hit with fans. 21 games down the line with the ...

	144Hz vs 240Hz – Which One is Better [Simple Answer] Quick Answer
We have moved from the 60Hz monitors to the 120Hz and 144Hz that became the standard even for high-end gaming. However, since in the gaming world we are always asking for more, we have been given a monitor that has as much as a refresh rate of 240Hz.
Although on the surface, one may get ...

	Gaming PC Vs Workstation – Which One is Better? [Simple Answer] Quick Answer
There are many PCs that are available for different uses. There are some that are dedicated for office work while there are others that are for gaming just as there are others for some works that are extremely demanding or as they are called, workstation.
While one can easily get confused on the surface on ...

	Gaming Laptop vs Desktop – Which One Is Better? [Simple Answer] Short Answer
Rewind only a few years back, many gamers would not be drawn in any debate that would involve a gaming laptop and a desktop. This is because laptops lack the sheer power to run high-end games as they do not have enough space to house the components needed to drive some of these games.
With ...

	Metal Gear Games in Order of Release Date [Complete List] The Metal Gear games are some of the games that many gamers have grown up playing and the franchise still hangs somewhere there among the most favorite. First released in 1987, the game did not only change the way stealth games are today, but it is arguably among the first in the genre.
Developed by Konami, ...

	Death Stranding Release Date, Trailer & News UpdateAfter Hideo Kojima departed Konami, fans of games like Metal Gear were left in the limbo of uncertainty on what is coming next and where it was coming to. Not too long after that, we got to know what was coming next from him, and that is Death Stranding which is a game that is still ...

	Kingdom Hearts Games in Order of Release [Complete List]The Kingdom Hearts Games are crossover action role-playing games that have been developed by Square Enix. In collaboration with Disney Interactive, the game was first released in 2002 and since then, a good number of other games have found their ways in the series.
After years of waiting, Square Enix has announced that it is releasing ...

	PS4 Slim vs PS4 Pro: What Is The Difference & Which One Should I Chose?What Is The Difference Between PS4 Slim and PS4 Pro, Which One Should I Chose? 
Play Station pundits have their work cut out for them with the way Sony is churning out new upgraded devices, making it hard to spot the differences. While the market was still agog with the base PS4 console, the ...

	Tomb Raider Games in Order of Release Date [Complete List]Tomb Raider games are among the most popular franchise for a very long time now. The franchise has taken advantage of the good storyline that it has been able to create and maintain, as well as a powerful gameplay and interesting visual to remain one of the most recognized games across platforms.
With the most recent ...

	How To Download, Install and Play Fortnite on Android and iOS Fortnite Battle Royale has now amassed a cult-like followership among gamers on multiple platforms including PlayStation 4, Nintendo Switch, Xbox One, and Microsoft Windows. The good news now, is that for those that have been yearning to play Fortnite on Android and iOS devices, Epic Games has developed a Fortnite Beta for Andriod devices and even ...

	Batman: Arkham Games in Order of Release Date [Complete List] Arkham games are very popular among the fans of Batman games. The franchise which was developed by Rocksteady Studios is very popular, thanks in part to its very strong storyline as well as its highly engaging gameplay.
The first game in the franchise was released in 2013 and since then, we have seen different other Arkham ...

	What Is The Best Monitor Size For Gaming? [Simple Answer]What Is The Best Monitor Size For Gaming? 
If you are a gamer looking to improve the state of your hardware, or an upcoming gamer hoping to storm the market to kick-start your journey into the world of hardcore gaming, you can’t avoid being entangled in the confusion often triggered by the need to acquire ...

	Can You Use Dual CPU Motherboard For Gaming and Is It Worth It?Can You Use Dual CPU Motherboard For Gaming, Is It Worth It: Simple Answer
If you are a true game lover who loves a smooth and glitch-free gaming time, then you must have thought of getting or building a gaming computer. Even though there are a number of already assembled gaming computers in the market, most ...

	Call of Duty Games in Order of Release Date [Complete List]One game in contemporary times that unites the trio of the past, the present and the future is the Call of Duty games (CoD); a first-person shooter video game which began on Microsoft Windows before expanding into video game consoles and handheld gaming devices. The first game of the series had a World War II ...

	Resident Evil Games in Order of Release Date [Complete List]There is no series that beats the Resident Evil games when it comes to the survival horror genre. Since it started in 1996, the franchise has seen the highs and lows, but it has still managed to sustain itself in the class of the games never to forget.
We have decided to take a look at ...

	‘NBA 2K19’ Vs. ‘NBA Live 19’: Which Is A Better Basketball Game?From the moment the trailers of both NBA games dropped, fans have not only anticipated them with all eagerness, but they have also almost instantly started the NBA 2K19 Vs NBA Live 19 comparison. Today, the debate still continues among hardcore fans of both games.
While both games are great in their ways, they still have ...

	Will There Be A Xenoblade Chronicles 3? Here Is What We Know So FarThe Xenoblade Chronicles franchise is probably one of the finest JRPG. The game which first launched in 2010 by Monolith Soft has been a success both commercially and critically. After the first installment of the game, the second, Xenoblade Chronicles 2 which was released in 2017 and became a huge success and still remains the ...

	‘FIFA 20’: 5 Things To Know About The New EA Sports Game ReleaseA new dimension is being brought into the world of football with the emergence of footballers like Kylian Mbappé. This is gradually changing the world of football and FIFA 20 is not letting that slip. Apart from bringing in the narrative of faster players, defenders are now stronger, strikers are sharpshooters, and in general, it ...

	Best Gaming Laptop Under 600 Dollars (For Performance & Affordability)This is the truth: getting the best gaming laptop under 600 dollars is not easiest of things to do. The good news is that you can still get them, but you only have to look very much closely, and there are a lot of sacrifices to be made.
As you will come to find out, not ...
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